
 

 

THE CURRICULUM QUESTION 
WHAT DO I CHOOSE AS THE CURRICULUM OR STUDY FOR THE GROUP?  

• Your "default" should be the message notes and the weekly discussion plan found 
online at our website: www.parkway.com/messages or on the Parkway app under 
“Messages.” We can use this as a basis for personal spiritual growth by focusing on 
how we apply truths and principles from God's Word each week. Sermons are planned 
strategically, so following the sermon content in Life Groups brings great alignment in 
the church.  

• Often, we will have a church-wide focus during the course of the year. Whenever we do 
this we will always provide a short-term curriculum for all Life Groups to use. We ask 
that all Life Groups follow any church -wide initiative, or campaign.  

• We provide a library of recommended small group resources that cover essential     
topics of Christian faith & growth as well as a subscription to Right Now media where 
you can find incredible resources for your group. You can get access to our Right Now 
Media subscription by emailing Rachel Parkhurst: rparkhurst@parkway.church.  

• Finally, Leaders should know their people. Based on their needs, feel free to provide a 
curriculum that will meet them where they are to help them grow. For example, read 
through a book of the Bible together and discuss or study it. Pick a book on Marriage, 
Parenting, or Apologetics and discuss it each week.  

GROUP MEMBERS COMMITMENT 
Review these commitments at the beginning of the semester.  

• Conf identia l i ty  —  What’s said here, stays here. I will never repeat what others say 
unless given permission.  

• Open ness  — I will strive to reveal who I am-my hopes, hurts, joys, and struggles -as 
well as I am able. I will help others by risking to be known and sharing my thoughts, 
feelings, and experiences.  

• Sen sitiv i ty  -  I will refrain from sharing my thoughts, feelings, and experiences in a 
way that causes discomfort or embarrassment to others in the group. I will refrain 
from gossiping or criticizing others. This includes sharing political opinions that would 
tend to be divisive. I don't want to drive off people I am trying to impact for Jesus 
Christ.  

• Cour tesy  - I want everyone to share. I will keep others in mind, allowing time for 
each person to speak. I will limit my time and will not interrupt when another group 
member is speaking.  

• A c c epta nc e -  I realize that we are all works in process. We are all at different    
places in our spiritual journey, come from different backgrounds, and the Holy Spirit 
works in us in different ways. I will not be judgmental or offer unsolicited advice.  

• Prayer  -  I will pray for the other members of this group and rejoice in the confidence 
that they are praying for me.  

• Com m i tm ent -  I will make a diligent and sincere effort to participate in the                     
discussion each week. I will make group attendance a priority.  

• A c c ou nta bi l i ty  -  In all of these commitments invite my fellow group members to 
hold me accountable, as I will do for them.  
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